Cataract Surgery in Ocular Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid: A Risk, a Benefit or Both?
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Abstract

Ocular Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid (OcMMP) is a systemic autoimmune disease characterized by scarring of orificial mucous membranes. Cataract is common because OcMMP primarily affects the elderly and drug-induced cataract may result from topical and systemic steroids. The aims of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of phacoemulsification and Intraocular Lens (IOL) implantation in OcMMP patients. Data from 15 eyes of 10 patients affected by OcMMP that underwent phaco+IOL have been evaluated. Each patient was examined a week before surgery and at days 1, 3, 7 and 30 days after surgery. Visual acuity, ocular inflammation and infection signs were recorded. No eyes showed OcMMP reactivation or progression after one year of follow-up during a maintenance immunosuppressive regimen. In conclusion, performing phacoemulsification in a stable OcMMP does not expose the patient to disease progression nor reactivation.

Abbreviations

OcMMP: Ocular Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid

IOL: Intraocular Lens

Phaco+IOL: Phacoemulsification and Intraocular Lens Implant
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Introduction

Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid (MMP) is a systemic autoimmune disease characterized by scarring of orificial mucous membranes such as the conjunctiva, nasal cavity, oropharynx, and genitalia. Ocular involvement occurs in about 70% of all MMP cases and when this happens the condition takes the name of Ocular Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid (OcMMP). The progressive inflammatory and scarring nature of MMP leads to severe visual impairment in 30% of affected eyes and bilateral blindness in 20% [1]. The older term Ocular Cicatricial Pemphigoid (OCP) has now been replaced by ocular MMP (OcMMP) after publication of the 2002 international consensus document [1-4].

Damage in OcMMP is caused by a type II hypersensitivity reaction against the epithelial basement membrane of the conjunctiva. Although distinct subgroups of MMP have been identified by use of advanced immunopathologic and immunochromal techniques, diagnosis should still be made based on clinical presentation combined with pathological, immunohistological, and serum antibody analysis [5,6].

The ocular manifestations can be classified in different severity stages ranging from a chronic conjunctivitis without corneal damage or visual involvement to blindness due to corneal scarring, vascularization, and keratinization.

All the stages may be assessed using one of the two classifications system widely used: Mondino’s Classification System [7] and Foster’s Classification System [8].

Immunosuppression is the treatment of choice to control OcMMP. Topical administration is effective only as an adjunct, while the mainstay of treatment is an aggressive systemic immunosuppression [9].

Cataract is common in this kind of patients because OcMMP primarily affects the elderly and drug-induced cataract may result from topical and systemic steroids used to treat the ocular inflammation.

Cataract surgery in these patients may be challenging because of systemic and local factors:

Corneal involvement: OcMMP may cause corneal opacity, with consequent difficult access and visualization during cataract extraction.

Conjunctival fornices involvement: OcMMP may cause shortening of the fornices, symblepharon and ankyloblepharon. Some of these fornix or ciliary alterations may need a previous surgery to stabilize the palpebral function.
Reactivation: It is still debated and unclear if surgery procedures may represent a trigger to OcMMP’s reactivation. Previous studies have demonstrated that surgery performed on patients with OcMMP may be followed by increased conjunctival inflammation, rapid progression of keratopathy and conjunctival scarring, if the disease is not medically controlled [10-12].

Immunosuppressed patients: OcMMP patients are often immunosuppressed, which is a risk factor for ocular infection and endophthalmitis after cataract surgery [13].

Patients’ expectation: OcMMP is an extremely dramatic pathology. Usually, patients are already experiencing ocular discomfort lasting from several months to years and when also decreased vision becomes symptomatic, the fear of sight loss affects the patient psychologically.

Objectives

The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of cataract surgery with phacoemulsification and Intraocular Lens (IOL) implantation in OcMMP patients. To evaluate the impact of the surgical procedure on ocular surface inflammation, all patients underwent a conjunctival ultrastructure study with confocal microscopy. In addition, patients were asked to complete an ocular discomfort and pain questionnaire, the Ocular Surface Disease Index (OSDI) questionnaire, before, one month, and six months after surgery.

Materials and Methods

In this retrospective study, data from 15 eyes of 10 OcMMP patients undergoing phacoemulsification and IOL implantation at the Department of Neuroscience, Reproductive Sciences and Odon-tostomatology, University of Naples “Federico II” were evaluated. Patient demographics and reference data are shown in Table 1. The mean age at presentation was 68.5 ± 10.5 years. The diagnosis of OcMMP was made according to the diagnostic criteria of the International Consensus on Mucous Membrane Pemphigoid [4]. Each patient underwent a series of multidisciplinary...
examinations consisting of haematological, ophthalmological, odontostomatological and dermatological evaluations for the entire follow-up period, to evaluate systemic immunomodulation therapy, clinical response, and disease-related complications. This was done weekly, every 15 days or monthly, based on their clinical condition.

The exclusion criteria included the coexistence of other ophthalmological diseases such as glaucoma or maculopathy, to better evaluate the efficacy of phacoemulsification on visual rehabilitation. Cataract surgery was only proposed after disease remission was achieved. Ocular and perioperative data are shown in table 2.

Stable OcMMP was defined as absence of signs of new conjunctival or corneal inflammation lasting for at least one year, stability of at least one year of clinical signs of OcMMP (shortening of the fornix and symblepharon) demonstrated with serial slit-lamp photos, absence of trichiasis or malposition of the eyelids.

For those patients who had a reduction in fornix depth that made placement of an eyelid speculum difficult, a 2/0 intratarsal silk suture was used to stabilize the eyelid during the surgical procedure. Each patient was examined one week before surgery and on day 1, day 3, day 7 and 30 days after surgery. Subsequently, they were checked monthly. Visual acuity, eye inflammation and signs of infection were recorded.

In vivo confocal scanning laser microscopy was performed on all subjects with a new generation confocal microscope, the Rostock Corneal Software Version 1.2 of the Heidelberg RetinaTomograph II (RCM/HRT II; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany). The objective of the microscope was an immersion lens covered by a polymethylmethacrylate cap (Tomo-Cap; Heidelberg Engineering GmbH). Comfort gel (Bausch & Lomb GmbH, Berlin, Germany) was used as a coupling agent between the applanating lens cap and the conjunctiva.

 Conjunctival image analysis was taken from the three best focused images from the conjunctival epithelium. These were selected for inflammatory cell counting: the cells were manually marked inside the frame, and the inflammatory cell densities were calculated automatically by the software installed in the machine.

Phacoemulsification was performed as routine with a clear corneal multiplanar incision of 2.8 mm and a hydrophobic acrylic foldable IOL inserted in the bag. The first line treatment for all “high-risk” patients was a “conventional” approach using steroids (prednisone 1-1.5 mg/kg/day tapered to 0.5-1 mg/kg/day after clinical remission was obtained) plus a steroid-sparing agent (Figure 1). Cyclophosphamide (from 50 mg to 200 mg daily) was the best association choice followed by azathioprine (from 100 mg to 150 mg/day) according to the patients’ systemic condition. When conventional therapy had no efficacy, or in patients with contraindications or with related side effects, patients were treated with intravenous immunoglobulins (IVIgs) and/or monoclonal anti B cell CD20+ antibodies (Rituximab) [14-16].

No preoperative modifications in systemic therapy were implemented.

Postoperatively all patients continued their systemic medication and in addition used a topical antibiotic (chloramphenicol) and steroid (dexamethasone 0.1%) four times daily for seven days.

After surgery, all patients continued systemic therapy and used a topical antibiotic (chloramphenicol) and a steroid (0.1% dexamethasone) four times a day for seven days.

Results

No intraoperative complications were reported.

For two patients (number 4 and 6) in which the inferior fornix was obliterated, a previous inferior eyelid surgery (buccal autologous mucous transplantation with inferior fornix reconstruction and ciliary electrolysis) was necessary to facilitate the positioning of eyelid retractors during cataract extraction.

At 1 month follow up, mean best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) improvement was 0.32 ± 0.17 logMAR. This value remained the same after a follow up of 18 months (Table 3).

Two patients underwent YAG laser capsulotomy for posterior capsular opacification.

No eye showed reactivation or progression of OcMMP after one year follow up while on a maintenance immunosuppressive regime.

In two patients out of 10 (cases n. 1 and 2) therapy was modified: patient 1 experienced pain in the fellow (not operated) eye after one year and rituximab was added. Patient 2 started on her own...
cyclosporine eye drops because of conjunctival redness. In both patients neither reduction of visual acuity nor disease progression was recorded in the operated eye. The other patients maintained the current therapeutic regimen.

The mean inflammatory cell densities in the confocal scan of normal subjects were 256. The mean inflammatory cell densities in the confocal scan of patients with OcMMP were 1,037 cells/mm².

The mean OSDI questionnaire showed a mild mean increase in subjective ocular discomfort symptoms (mean score went from 23 to 27). These symptoms though got better after six months, reaching the pre-operative score (mean score from 27 to 21).

Discussion

A chronic, recurrent conjunctivitis accompanied by subepithelial scarring may be the first clinical sign of OcMMP. Nevertheless, the mean duration of symptoms prior to diagnosis is 2.8 years, so that the patients are often diagnosed at an advanced stage of disease [11].

Today many new therapies have been successfully tested in OcMMP with some effectiveness, so that life expectation has improved. Moreover, the quality of life improved and such patients often required a better vision quality as they develop senile or drug induced cataract.

For this reason, cataract in OcMMP patients represents an increasing management challenge for ophthalmologists.

Reports dealing with the management of cataract extraction are scarce and only three previous studies reported outcome data in OcMMP patients.

One study, published by Foster et al. [11], reported data of cataract surgery in 20 OcMMP patients (26 eyes) with biopsy-proven cicatrical pemphigoid. Preoperative medical regimens included dapsone alone (8 patients), azathioprine alone (5 patients), cyclophosphamide alone (2 patients), or a combination of drugs (5 patients). 24 of the 26 eyes had conjunctival inflammation indices of 0. Two eyes had mild inflammation. Surgery was performed using standard techniques of extracapsular cataract extraction. The disease stage did not change in any patient. Chemotherapeutic regimens remained unchanged in 15 patients. The conjunctival inflammation and conjunctival cicatrization indices were stable as compared with preoperative values in all but one patient. Keratopathy index worsened in three patients. A corneal ulcer developed in two patients. Visual acuity improved an average of 3 Snellen lines (range, -1 to 9). Two patients had unchanged vision compared with preoperatively because of retinal disease or severe keratopathy.

Another study (Geerling, Dart et al. [10]) reported outcomes of cataract surgery in 15 eyes of 13 patients, using different techniques of cataract extraction: intracapsular (ICCE) in 1, extracapsular (ECCE) in 4 and phacoemulsification in 10 eyes. In most patients, disease control required continuous treatment with one, and often two, systemic immunosuppressives with or without additional topical steroids. The aim of the preoperative treatment was to reduce and control inflammation as much as possible. Postoperatively all patients continued their systemic medication and in addition used a topical. In the first 3 months after operation no progression of the cicatrical process as assessed by the Foster staging occurred. However, during the further follow-up three operated and two unoperated eyes progressed by one stage. The progression of the disease did not depend on the type of cataract operation.

Another study again (Charuta et al. [12]) reported encouraging results in 8 patients (4 ECCEs and 4 phacoemulsifications) with disease progression in 2 of 9 eyes, both eyes were from the same patient which underwent Extracapsular Cataract Extraction (ECCE) procedure and progressed 3 months after surgery, despite maximum conventional systemic therapy. The authors found no statistical association between type of surgery and OcMMP reactivation and did not find correlation between neither preoperative OcMMP activity nor OcMMP stage with the eventual increased risk of disease progression. In this study a common use of preoperative immunosuppression lacked for the patients enrolled and systemic immunosuppressive was recommended on the base of OcMMP severity and rate of disease progression. We do agree with the author that the larger incision used for ICCE or ECCE usually requires suturing, resulting in irritation or precipitation of conjunctival inflammation.

In our cases, the surgical procedure was exclusively phacoemulsification with a clear corneal incision. It is emphasized that in two patients it was necessary to perform a previous conjunctival surgery to correct entropion or cicatricial trichiasis. In both cases the surgery was performed before cataract extraction and in both cases no progression of the disease was recorded even afterphacoemulsification (both were studied for one year of follow up from eyelid surgery to cataract).

Our pre-intervention strategy was based on OcMMP activity. In all enrolled patients, disease remission was first achieved with induction immunosuppressive therapy. Then the lowest effective dose was reached to perform surgery in a condition of minimal immunosuppression.

Enrolled patients were in an inactive phase of disease, defined as the absence of conjunctival inflammation or fornix changes for at least one year. This may explain why ours is the first study in which there is no reactivation of OcMMP after phacoemulsification.

This is the first study using IVlg and/or Rituximab therapy to achieve disease remission prior to phacoemulsification. It can be speculated that this is the reason for the high success rate. With the introduction of IVlg and/or Rituximab a better control of the pathology is possible in refractory patients, so we consider them mandatory prior to surgery if a good control of the disease is not achieved.

Immunomodulation balance is a crucial point in OcMMP cataract surgery. We think that one year of absence of disease activity is a reasonable time to consider the OcMMP as stable [13].

No operated patient showed disease progression after one year of follow-up; moreover, very few changes were made to the previously set postoperative immunosuppressive therapy.

Confocal microscopy is a useful tool for in vivo assessment of the histopathology of many ocular surface diseases and has been reported...
as an efficient tool for quantitative assessment of conjunctival inflammation. The density of inflammatory cells assessed by confocal microscopy is significantly correlated with the degree of inflammation of the conjunctiva.

In all operated eyes there was an initial increase in mean inflammatory cell density of 456 at the first postoperative checkup one week after surgery. In all cases this parameter returned to the preoperative baseline value, in accordance with the assessment of the conjunctival OcMMP stage at one month, as reported in the figure 2 histogram chart.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the most complete case series using phacoemulsification in cataract surgery and this study differs from the previous ones for the systemic treatments used (rituximab and/or IVIg).

The limitations of this study are that no data are available on the efficacy of phacoemulsification in patients with active OcMMP, since OcMMP is a rare disease, a larger sample of patients may be needed to corroborate the current findings. This study was carried out with a retrospective design with multiple recorders of data and randomized clinical trials (cohort study) are recommended to support current findings.

Conclusion

In conclusion, our study has found no contraindications to phacoemulsification for cataract surgery in patients with OcMMP if first stabilized by immunosuppression as clinically determined. We found no evidence of disease reactivation or progression after surgery.
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